Clips

- 90 degree
- straight
- special
- 45 degree
Find floor piece as shown.

Using 90 degree, straight and T clips, build the five wall pieces as shown.
Note – white brick details run around the base of each wall.

Floor and walls.
Needs
2 x T Clip
2 x straight clip
5 x 90 degree clip

Find floor piece as shown.

Using 90 degree, straight and T clips, build the five wall pieces as shown.
Note – white brick details run around the base of each wall.
Combine five wall parts to make the walls, aligned with the floor design as shown.
Attach two straight clips to canopy floor panels

Canopy.

Needs
2 x Straight Clip
6 x 90 Degree clip

Insert one of each rocket support into each half

Note, there are two different leg shapes. Make sure the longer leg with the gentler curve is at the front most part of the canopy

Attach front arc, add 90 degree clips to side pieces and attach. Note black details point down from canopy.
Attach 90 degree clips to four side pieces and fix to roof.

Attach signs to roof with 90 degree clips.
Use special clip to attach canopy to walls at correct angle, then attach resin red rocket to the feet as shown.

Place roof on top of walls, with slot lined up with the special clip.

Needs 1 x special clip
Fence
90 degree clip
45 degree clip
Slot three pieces together with frame to create fence.

Power Armour Frame x 2
Slot three pieces together to create frame. Gently bend out arms at score line.
Crates x 2

Assemble four walls into crate shape.

Glue small lid to bottom of big lid (Nuka cherry logo on top)

Place completed lid onto crate.

Gas Prices sign

Slot foot into tab